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At the age of 38, Blitz launched his revolutionary vacation 
concept: an upscale outdoor, sport-based vacation. He 
ordered 200 straw huts from his future partner Gilbert 
Trigano and later formed his core team comprising 20 
members offering sports advice and program assistance. 
After that he decided to open the first village on Alcudia 
Beach in the Balearic Islands.

Blitz invited hundreds of customers to take a one-month 
holiday in Majorca for sunshine and beach at a discount and 
his plan proved a great success. The resort center enabled 
every customer to obtain the most comfortable experience 
through its simple decoration, but easy and pleasant 
atmosphere. Members enjoyed themselves so much that they 
held parties after they returned from their travels in cafes 
and bars in Paris to share their amazing and exotic travel 
stories with others. After that, Club Med began to expand.  

In the next 60 years, Club Med has been committed to 
enabling every customer to experience the coziest things 
by ongoing innovation and has pioneered the resort village 
construction and holiday mode. 

GO: the Essence 
Club Med is unfamiliar to Chinese despite its popularity as 
the only chain of resort villages worldwide. Its all-inclusive 
package includes travel costs, board, meals, sports, games 
and shows and it connects human beings with nature. Club 
Med offers various vacation options with a unique culture 
and international standards to those who love high-end and 
romantic travels. Everyone involved experiences something 
completely different. 

Club Med staff are called “GOs”, or “Gentils Organisateurs” 
in French (genteel organizers) which is also the registered 
trademark of Club Med. GOs come from more than 100 
countries in the world and are famous for their proficient 
foreign language skills, their specialties, hospitality as 
well as high-quality service. At Club Med, tourists from 
everywhere can receive assistance in their native language. 
Unlike waiters at hotels, GOs don’t wear uniforms. Nor do 
they charge any fee. They can coach members in sports, 
speaking the members’ own language or take care of their 
kids at the children’s club. These GOs are the most valuable 
treasure of the club.

Sports Vacation 
Since its founding, Club Med has focused on providing 
sports tuition to its customers. There are more than 2,000 

A Perfect Holiday in Your 
Dreaming Paradise 
In 1950, the vacation pioneer Gerard Blitz opened the first chapter in the history of Club 
Med. This club, also known as the Club Mediterranean Association, was founded in 1949 by 
the former Belgian water polo champion and son of a French diamond mogul, Gerard Blitz. 
Blitz had drawn his inspiration from the Olympic Club of Corsica.
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plus many other services at no extra charge. There are 
shuttle bus services from the local airport to the holiday 
village, a variety of hotel rooms for selection, three premium 
daily buffets, alcoholic beverages, cookies and free drinks 
at the bar. The Club has baby facilities, a mini-club for kids 
aged 4-10 and a teenagers club for 11-17-year-olds. Club Med 
offers water and land games, sports tuition and basic lessons 
as well as courses in local languages, traditional dance and 
cooking specialties. The villages provide all-day recreational 
games and night shows for free as well as a spa, sauna, 
Turkish bath and other health and beauty services. The 
skiing villages also include free professional skiing courses, 
certificates and holiday insurance for members of different 
ages and different levels. Meanwhile, all membership 
information will be registered in a database for future 
contact to offer more customized services that earn greater 
customer loyalty. 

Club Med has always underscored its high-end image. In 
2002, the former CEO of Evian Corporation, Henri Giscard 
d’Estaing was appointed and a new strategy for upmarket 
vacationers was announced. He dedicated a total 1 billion 
euros to renovating and revamping the group’s portfolio. 
Some of its more rudimentary resorts were closed to meet its 
high-end image. The reconstruction work took six years and 
maintained its high standards even during the economic 

downturn. By diversification, Club Med rebranded itself as 

upscale and built on its extraordinary holiday theme.   

Customized Travel Program
“Before I come to Phuket, I never imagined Club Med could 

have such amazing programs until I experienced them in 

person. I feel deeply that it never lets me down or rather I 

would be disappointed if I were not here.” 

Customization and flexibility are fundamental to the 

satisfaction of customers and to the great success of Club 

Med programs. It’s fair to say that Club Med is a kingdom 

to realize dreams instead of merely a vacation resort. If 

a customer plans a honeymoon, there are choices galore 

like the peaceful Maldives, multicultural Bali, recreational 

Chenrating Beach, tasty Phuket or vital Kemer in the 

Mediterranean. Simply pick a location and expect the perfect 

vacation of your imagination. 

At Club Med, you have multiple choices for an all-inclusive, 

sophisticated, exquisite and luxurious holiday. Promoting 

harmony between humanity and nature, the Club aims 

at enabling its members to enjoy a perfect holiday, a 

peaceful world of different civilizations, vigorous exercises, 

recreational games and luxurious experiences.
coaches here and more than 60 sports available every season 
which will make every customer fall in love with sports.  

Summer villages provide diving to explore treasure on 
the seabed and children can attend the Club Aquarius 
Diving School. People can enjoy water activities on the 
open sea. They can also play at the Sandpiper Golf Course 
in Sun City, Florida, or on the red clay course of Marrakesh, 
Morocco. The courses offer an unprecedented experience of 
green mountains and group classes for either beginners or 
advanced players, with professional courses and facilities 
to learn and enjoy themselves. Members can of course also 
attend a horse riding school to learn to trot or gallop, as suits 
their needs. 

In winter, people ski enthusiastically or explore unspoiled 
nature. Put your boots on and you will discover natural 
beauty rarely known by others when you climb up the other 
side of the mountain. 

Choose and Shape the Landscape
Club Med highlights the development of a harmonious 
atmosphere where many cultures can coexist peacefully. 
More and more resort villages have emerged on Phuket 
island of Thailand, Bintan and Bali of Indonesia, Kani of 
the Maldives and Cherating Beach of Malaysia. Club Med 

holiday villages operate in the most renowned places in 

the world, from the peaceful seaside through magnificent 

Alpine mountains to quiet countryside. Over the years, 

Club Med has insisted on constructing the resort villages in 

the most beautiful places in the world and retaining their 

original, natural landscapes to enable members to fully 

relax themselves without damaging the local environment. 

Club Med’s cafes, bars, stores, theaters, artwork shops, 

internet cafes, sports facilities and gymnasiums all meet the 

entertainment, recreational and relaxation needs of every 

vacationer. As a matter of fact, Club Med is more than an 

accommodation provider. Rather it focuses on constructing 

a high-quality habitat for people. By being comprehensively 

involved in the planning of village areas, Club Med 

creates a more suitable destination with a friendly natural 

environment and harmonious coexistence of residents and 

tourists for travelers. 

High-end Customer Loyalty
From its founding in 60 years ago, Club Med created an all-

inclusive resort concept that has remained popular ever 

since. Each resort provides services and activities in one 

single package that include lodging, drinks, sports, games, 

courses, use of facilities, entertainment and flight tickets 
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Hangzhou
Position and Function of a Tourist City

Hangzhou and the West Lake are among the most influential tourist destinations in China 
and first on any UNESCO list. There are numerous historical and cultural attractions. 
The picturesque and poetic Hangzhou enjoys a reputation as a gentle and wealthy place. 
The city is beautiful in all seasons with rippling waters and misty hills that have attracted 

countless visitors and triggered splendid literary works. 

Not only about West Lake
Former US President Richard Nixon traveled to Beijing, 
Shanghai and Hangzhou during his influential visit to China 
in February 1972. 

The development of tourism in Hangzhou must go beyond 
the historical and cultural heritage and splendid literary 
works, as well as the original “10 scenes of the West Lake”. 
However, newly added attractions must highlight the 
inheritance of history. Ten more scenes were added in the 

1990s and another 10 after 2000. The newly added scenes are 
all different, interpreting the cultural and natural heritage 
in diverse ways.

Rational planning for tourism revenue 
increase  
The Hangzhou Municipal Government has made an overall 
plan for developing tourism. Decisions have been made that 
any development should not go against the inheritance of the 
cultural and natural features. Development should follow 
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the unique history and nature of a tourist city. Neither 

copycats nor crudely made scenes are allowed. 

Hangzhou Tourism Commission was established to 

coordinate and manage other administrative sections in 

charge of construction. Experts and scholars of literature 

and aesthetics gathered to decide any motions on Hangzhou 

and the West Lake with a one-vote veto. 

Decisions have also been made by the commission that the 

West Lake scenic area be extended to the whole western 

hills. The water area of the West Lake has been extended to 

Yanggong Causeway and Maojiawu. Two thirds of the water 

areas have been enlarged. 

Many attractions have been created including the Moon 

Mirrored in Jinghu Lake, Birds Singing along the Clear 

Stream and Sunset in Jintai. Surrounding historical 

buildings with a history of over 40 years have been 

renovated according to their original appearance. Interior 

facilities have been renewed for better services. Dirt areas 

have been managed. The features of a tourist city have 

been maintained including abundant waters, luxuriant 

vegetation, broad vision, clear thoughts, distinctive cultural 

tradition and clustered function areas.

Tourism development should also aim at producing economic 

benefits and how to reap those benefits. The Hangzhou 

Municipal Government took the lead in demolishing walls 

around the attractions of the West Lake scenic area and 

cancelling tickets. Economic benefits are gained from high-

quality tourism programs, tour experiences of added value, 

special scenic spots and more tourism services. Typical 

examples are performances like “Impression West Lake” and 

“Song Dynasty”. The ticket for the former show reaches up to 

300 yuan. Performed for many years, it has been a sell-out. 

The latter adopts advanced technology, beautiful stage craft, 

character modeling and a love story plot. Three shows a day 
are required during peak time. The two performances are so 
popular that they have created the biggest benefits among 
all China’s tourism programs.

Hangzhou is a land of top-quality silk. The commission plays 
a leading role in recovering traditional culture and crafts, 
restoring Zhongshan Road to the style of the period of the 
Republic of China, planning the operating structure of many 
Hangzhou silk distributors, setting up venues for making 
clothes, recovering and promoting craftsmanship by tailors, 
creating a better life and enormous economic benefits. 

Building the most beautiful city
More historical and natural resources need to be explored 
for tourism development. The Grand Canal, with Hangzhou 
as its end, is a key program in China’s list of world heritage. 
It is a strength and focal point for Hangzhou to recover the 
historical appearance and stories for sustained tourism 
development. Hangzhou Tourism Commission invited many 
historians, experts and scholars on literature and aesthetics 
and architects for thematic discussions on project designs. 

Finally, Hangzhou will be made into an elegant city with 
historical and modern features where you may look back 
at ancient merchants, intersecting waterways and land 
routes, enjoy sightseeing or leisure activities. In particular, 
the surrounding old villages, fishing families, gardens and 
temples as well as craft workshops have been relocated to 
the Xixi Wetland. 

A vast natural park with streams and wild fields has been 
restored and created. Top hotels and resorts groups have 
been attracted to invest here including the Four Seasons 
Hotels and Resorts, Hyatt Hotels Corporation and Aman 
Resorts. Scattered around and in harmony with the scenic 
areas, they form manor-style luxury hotels and resorts, 

creating world hotel culture with traditional Chinese 
cultural elements as the keynote. They feature historical, 
natural and modern humanistic appreciation and leisure 
activities. Visitors from all over the world are attracted here 
for a brand new tour experience.

Food is a great selling point for a tourist city. Hangzhou 
Tourism Commission took the initiative to create "Hangzhou 
Cuisine” and organized catering corporations into a cooking 
competition. A variety of Hangzhou cuisine and specialties 
have been created, making the catering corporations 
famous. 

Hangzhou has pioneered much tourism development 
work. It’s among the few cities encouraging social tourism 
consumption and giving out incentive travel coupons 
to society in China. This has boosted overall tourism 
consumption in Hangzhou, according to statistics. 
The commission recently gave out travel consumption 
credit cards to society including more than 1,000 shops, 
restaurants, bars, teahouses, scenic areas, transportation 
systems and financial institutes. A 900 yuan deposit on this 
credit card is worth 1,000 yuan in value.

Tourism involves exchange activities. The Hangzhou 
Tourism Commission, in collaboration with industrial, 
agricultural, teaching, art, opera and painting institutes 
as well as communities, makes these venues and activities 
available to tourists. The commission also actively 

participates in travel expositions at home and abroad, 

committed to promoting other tourist cities, collaborates 

with other tour enterprises to build Hangzhou as a 

destination for Meetings, Incentives, Conventions and 

Exhibitions (MICE). After the Beijing-Tianjin high-speed 

railway, the Shanghai-Hangzhou high-speed railway is the 

second in the world with top speed of 350 kilometers an 

hour. Hangzhou has contributed a lot to overall tourism 

development including major airlines.

In general, Hangzhou’s tourism is among the best compared 

to other Chinese cities, whether inbound or domestic 

tourism. The surrounding hills and waters are magnificent 

and beautiful, which provided a big chance for development. 

The main idea of Hangzhou government and tourism 

sections is to let Hangzhou be honored and loved. 

“My heart and my dreams are in Wu and Yue and they cross 

Mirror Lake all night in the moon.” 

These dreamlike words in Li Bai’s poem “Ascending Tianmu 

in a Dream” describe regions including Hangzhou. With the 

nous to appreciate and inheriting the folk saying “There is 

heaven above, Suzhou and Hangzhou below”, Hangzhou 

government and tourism sections are committed to 

developing a more beautiful, historical and cultural city of 

various scenery, to make Hangzhou the most suitable and 

beloved city for tourists.
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